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CLASSIFIER
SVM
Random Forest
Naïve Bayes
Decision Trees
Logistic Regression
Ensemble methods
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Classical deep learning



~60 million parameters

But old practices apply: 
Data Cleaning, Exploration, Data annotation, hyperparameters, etc.
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End-to-end deep learning



Oil & Gas Object Detection

Automotive: Speech Commands Language Understanding Time Series



Same model, different data

Badrinarayanan et al, 2015



PASCALVOC 2012

SpaceNet

Academic Datasets SpaceNet Dataset

Deep Learning and Remote Sensing



Open Problems in DL and Remote Sensing

1. Efficient high-res and dense object detection

2. Rotational Symmetry and scale invariance

3. Multispectral imagery

4. Cross-city generalization

5. Detecting change across long temporal scales

6. Weakly supervised object detection

7. Direct extraction of road graphs

8. Interpretable land use classification

9. Off-Nadir deep learning

10. Useful benchmarking datasets
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DL Challenges Exposed by Remote Sensing

• Require rotational invariance – No gravity to frame objects

• Require scale invariance and efficient localization – targets drawn from the same 
class might range greatly in size

High resolution imagery poses hardware 
constraints – memory limitations

Hoogeboom et al, ICLR 2018



Standard models fail to fuse properly fuse bands



Channel Attention Networks

Key advantages of this approach:
• Attention modules to fuse multiple spectral bands
• More robust to noise in individual bands
• Interpretable attention masks



Channel Attention Networks

CAN Prediction



Model adapts to lighting conditions



CAN model robust to individual stream noise



CAN model outperforms current approaches

Winner of SpaceNet Challenge

Our improved stream model

Channel Attention Network



Scaling deep learning research to production



Scaling deep learning research to production

https://blogs.microsoft.com/green/2018/05/23/achievement-unlocked-nearly-200-
million-images-into-a-national-land-cover-map-in-about-10-minutes/
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Hands-on Workshop: Train Building Detector in 10 minutes on 
Intel Xeon Processors with TensorFlow

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/events/ai/devcon.html

+

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/events/ai/devcon.html




Architectures for Deep Learning

• Neural Network Architecture

• Top 10 open problems in DL and remote sensing

• Intel AI Research into GEOINT-relevant architectures

• Hardware Architecture

• Enable DL on existing datacenters (OpenVINO, MKL-DNN)

• Intel Nervana Neural Network Processor for accelerated compute (2019)

• Systems Architecture

• Deployed systems are more than the DL algorithm itself; many critical flanking 
components

• Heterogeneous workloads mean most DL deployments today run on general purpose 
compute
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